Abstract
Introduction

40
Living in close proximity with humans can have several adaptive advantages for animals, while They are also considered to be reservoirs of various zoonotic diseases including rabies and hence 72 a threat to both humans and wildlife (Butler et al., 2004; Fekadu, 1982) . Moreover, they scatter 
99
A study by Feuerbacher and Wynne (2012) concluded no effect of a brief social reward on pet 100 and shelter dogs as compared to food reward (Feuerbacher and Wynne, 2012) , but contextual 101 differences might play a determining role in case of the free-ranging dogs. Another study showed 102 pet dogs' tendency to prefer food to petting; but petting seemed to be important when it was 103 compared with vocal praise (Feuerbacher and Wynne, 2014 with a choice to obtain food from either a human hand or the ground. Since free-ranging dogs are 110 scavengers, and they also receive negative interactions from humans, we hypothesized that they would prefer to take food from the ground, rather from the experimenter's hand. We expected 112 that the immediate social reward would increase the dogs' tendency to take food from the hand.
113
However, since pet dogs respond more to food than to petting, we expected the free-ranging dogs 114 to show an increased tendency to feed from the hand on being provided with long term food, 115 rather than social rewards.
117
Materials and methods
118
Subjects and study area 119 We tested a total of 103 adult free-ranging dogs located randomly in different urban areas - 
141
After an interval of 5-10 seconds, trial 2 was run, where the individuals again had to make a 142 choice from the same set up as in trial 1.
143
The control trials were exactly the same as the test trials but here, E did not provide any social 144 reward in between trials 1 and 2. A separate set of 30 adult dogs were tested in this condition. 
157
Data analysis
158
All the videos were coded by a single experimenter different from E, and the data was used for 159 further analysis. We used Shapiro-Wilk tests to check for normality of our data and found them 160 to be not normally distributed, thus we performed non-parametric tests.
161
We considered all the "naïve" responses -trial 1 of the one off-test and control conditions and of both test and control conditions. Hand -hand and ground -ground situations were considered 172 as "no change" and hand -ground and ground -hand situations as "change". We then compared 173 change and no change categories for both test and control trials by using goodness of fit chi-174 square tests. We compared latencies of dogs between trial 1 and 2 for both the test and control 175 conditions using Wilcoxon paired-sample tests.
We built a socialization index based on the vigour of tail wagging and gazing at different food 177 reward options by the dogs (Table 1) where dogs changed their preference on every alternate day interval.
198
A second coder naïve to the purpose of the study coded 20% of the data to check inter-rater Effect of immediate social reward/petting 221 We found that in the one-off test, 73% and 83% of the individuals showed "no change" in their 222 response in trial 2 for the test and control conditions respectively. For both the conditions,
223
proportion of "no change" responses were significantly higher than "change" (Test -Goodness 224 of fit; χ 2 = 6.533, df = 1, p = 0.01: Control -χ 2 = 13.333, df = 1, p < 0.001), suggesting no effect 225 of immediate social reward (Fig 2) . with additional food reward (Fig 4, Supplementary Information 3) . On the other hand, we found 262 socialization index, latency and time intervals as significant predictors affecting the response for 263 the long-term experiment with social rewards (Fig 5, Supplementary Information 4) . In the long- rewards.
315
The long-term experiments provided an interesting insight into the free-ranging dogs' 
355
In an earlier study, we have observed pups to readily follow human pointing, while juveniles and 
